The challenge is to find the things on the list while visiting the Garden. You can check them off or take photos of them. Challenge yourself to do 5, 10, or maybe the whole list! If you find all of them, bring your list to the Trillium Store for a prize. Please share photos on Facebook or Instagram with #BBGSClaim.

- A plant that is the same height as you.
- Yourself at one of your favorite places.
- A leaf larger than your whole hand.
- A leaf smaller than your fingernail.
- A photo of something upside down or from upside down.
- Something that smells good.
- A tree’s bark with an interesting pattern.
- A photo of an animal.
- A photo of your favorite art piece.
- A flower, stem, or branch with the same number of petals or leaves as your age.
- Something floating in the water or the air.
- Something that represents what season it is now.
- A plant you would like to have named after you.
- A plant that starts with the first letter of your first name.
- Something you think is magical.
Thanks for visiting the Garden!

Please remember:

🍲 Stay on paths. Paths are made of concrete, gravel and wood chips. You may walk on the lawns.

🍲 Do not remove anything from the Garden including flowers, sticks, bugs, pine cones, etc.

🍲 Do not litter. Please pick up your garbage.

🍲 Be respectful of others. Do not run on trails. Keep loud noises to a minimum.

🍲 Remember that only service dogs are allowed in the Garden.

🍲 Enjoy your visit!

Share with Us!
youthed@bellevuebotanical.org